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1. INTRODUCTION
In [1, 2] a Hamiltonian system on an infinite-time-horizon (t # [0, ))
of the following type was discussed:
{
dX(t)
dt
=HY (X(t), Y(t)), X(0)=x0
&
dY(t)
dt
=HX (X(t), Y(t).
(1.1)
The problem is to prove the existence, uniqueness and the exponential
decay properties of the solutions of (1.1). This problem was motivated from
the boundary problems of singularly perturbed optimal control systems.
Here X( } ), Y( } ) # L2(0, ; Rn).
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In this paper we consider a generalization of the above problem, i.e.,
{
dX(t)
dt
= f (t, X(t), Y(t)), X(0)=x0
dY(t)
dt
= g(t, X(t), Y(t)), X( } ), Y( } ) # L2(0, ; Rn)
(1.2)
where
f (t, X, Y ): R+_Rn_Rn  Rn,
g(t, X, Y ): R+_Rn_Rn  Rn,
x0 # Rn.
We look for a pair of solutions (X( } ), Y( } )) # L2(0, ; Rn_Rn) of the
above ordinary differential equation and investigate the asymptotic behavior
of the solutions.
When the time duration is finite, i.e., t # [0, T], the corresponding
problem is the following two-point boundary value problem:
{
dX(t)
dt
= f (t, X(t), Y(t)),
&
dY(t)
dt
= g(t, X(t), Y(t)),
X(0)=x0
Y(T )=8(X(T )).
(1.3)
The existence and uniqueness of such system, under certain monotonicity
conditions, was discussed in [5, 6]. The system (1.2) is obviously a
singular situation of BVP (1.3) with T=.
The system (1.2) is a non-trivial generalization of (1.1). The boundary
layer equation (1.1) which Bensoussan has treated in singular perturba-
tions for optimal control problems [1], is a special case of (1.2), where f
and g are independent of time t and form a Hamiltonian system, namely
there exists a function H: Rn_Rn  R such that f =HY, g=HX.
(For details see Section 8.)
The method in [1] for treating the boundary layer equation (1.1) is to
relate it to some optimization problems of certain control systems.
However, this argument can not ensure the uniqueness of the equation. The
equations of boundary layer terms commonly require exponential decay
properties. In order to prove the exponential decay properties of (1.1),
Bensoussan introduced a type of Bellman equations. But this technique is
no longer valid to treat more general systems such as (1.2).
System (1.2) discussed in this paper covers the boundary layer equations
in [1, 2]. Under suitable monotonicity assumptions, we will prove the
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existence and uniqueness of solutions of (1.2), by means of a homotopy
approach introduced in [5, 7]. Then by choosing appropriate Lyapunov
functions we will show the global exponential asymptotical stability of
(1.2), which assures the exponential decay properties. Our monotonicity
hypothesis naturally arises from the above mentioned boundary layer
problems.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present our main
assumptions; in Section 3 we give some preliminary lemmas; an existence
and uniqueness theorem and exponential asymptotical stability for (1.2) are
respectively given in Section 4 and in Section 6; in Section 5 we give an
interesting comparison theorem. A generalization of (1.2) is discussed in
Section 7. In the last section, as an example, we give an application to the
boundary layer terms in the optimal control of a singularly perturbed
dynamic system in [1, 2].
For simplicity of notations, in this paper we only consider the case where
the dimension of X equals this of Y. More general cases can be treated by
the arguments introduced in [6, 8].
2. SETTING OF THE PROBLEM
Let us introduce some notations
‘=\XY+ , A(t, ‘)=\
g
f + (t, ‘).
We use the usual inner product ( } , } ) and Euclidean norm | } | in Rn and
Rn_Rn.
The following monotonicity condition is our main assumption:
(H1) there exists a constant +>0, such that
(A(t, ‘)&A(t, ‘ ), ‘&‘ )&+ |‘&‘ |2,
\‘=\XY+ , ‘ =\
X
Y + # Rn_Rn, \t # R+.
We also assume that
(H2) for each ‘ # Rn_Rn, A( } , ‘) is a measurable vector valued func-
tion defined on [0, ) with
A( } , 0) # L2(0, ; Rn_Rn);
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(H3) A(t, ‘) satisfies uniformly Lipschitz condition with respect to ‘:
there exists a constant l>0, such that
|A(t, ‘)&A(t, ‘ )|l |‘&‘ |, \‘, ‘ # Rn_Rn, \t # R+.
Observe that (H2) and (H3) imply
A( } , ‘( } )) # L2(0, ; Rn_Rn), for \‘( } ) # L2(0, ; Rn_Rn).
3. PRELIMINARIES
In order to prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions of (1.2), we
introduce two lemmas. Let us consider the following family of differential
equations parameterized by : # [0, 1]: to find (X :, Y:) # L2(0, ; Rn_Rn)
satisfying
{
dX :(t)
dt
=:f (t, X :(t), Y :(t))&+(1&:) Y :(t)+.(t), X :(0)=x0
dY :(t)
dt
=:g(t, X :(t), Y :(t))&+(1&:) X :(t)+(t),
(3.1)
where .( } ), ( } ) # L2(0, ; Rn) are given functions.
Observe that, when :=1, the existence and uniqueness of (3.1) imply
those of (1.2). When :=0, (3.1) is the following simple linear system
{
dX 0(t)
dt
=&+Y 0(t)+.(t),
dY 0(t)
dt
=&+X 0(t)+(t),
X 0(0)=x0
X 0, Y 0 # L2(0, ; Rn).
(3.2)
We have the following existence and uniqueness result for the above
equation.
Lemma 1. For each x0 # Rn, .( } ), ( } ) # L2(0, ; Rn), (3.2) has a unique
solution in L2(0, ; Rn_Rn).
Proof. The uniqueness will be given in the proof of Theorem 3. We now
construct a solution of (3.2). Instead of solving directly (3.2), we set !( } )=
X 0( } )+Y 0( } ) and ’( } )=X 0( } )&Y 0( } ), and consider the equations
d!(t)
dt
=&+!(t)+.(t)+(t), (3.3)
d’(t)
dt
=+’(t)+.(t)&(t). (3.4)
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Their solutions may be written in the forms
!(t)=e&+t!(0)+|
t
0
e&+(t&s)(.(s)+(s)) ds,
’(t)=e+t’(0)+|
t
0
e +(t&s)(.(s)&(s)) ds.
It is easy to check that
’(0)=&|

0
e&+s(.(s)&(s)) ds if and only if ’( } ) # L2(0, ; Rn).
From ’(0)=x0&Y 0(0) it follows that
Y 0(0)=x0+|

0
e&+s(.(s)&(s)) ds.
Thus !(0)=x0+Y 0(0) is also known. Notice that both !(t) and ’(t) are
in L2(0, ; Rn). Thus the pair
X 0(t)= 12 (!(t)+’(t)), Y
0(t)= 12 (!(t)&’(t)),
is a required solution. The proof is complete. K
The following lemma gives an a priori estimate for the ‘‘existence inter-
val’’ of (3.1) with respect to : # [0, 1].
Lemma 2. Under assumptions (H1), (H2), and (H3), there exists a
positive constant $0 such that if, a priori, for some :0 # [0, 1), for each
x0 # Rn, .,  # L2(0, ; Rn), (3.1) has a unique solution (X :0( } ), Y :0( } )) in
L2(0, ; Rn_Rn), then for each $ # [0, $0], for each x0 # Rn, .,  #
L2(0, ; Rn), (3.1) also has a unique solution (X :0+$( } ), Y :0+$( } )) in
L2(0, ; Rn_Rn).
Proof. Since for each x0 # Rn, .( } ), ( } ) # L2(0, ; Rn), there exists a
unique solution of (3.1) in L2(0, ; Rn_Rn) for :=:0 , thus for each (x( } ),
y( } )) # L2(0, ; Rn_Rn), there exists a unique pair (X( } ), Y( } )) # L2(0, ;
Rn_Rn) satisfying the equations
{
dX
dt
=:0 f (t, X, Y )+$f (t, x, y)&+(1&:0) Y++$y+.(t), X(0)=x0
dY
dt
=:0g(t, X, Y )+$g(t, x, y)&+(1&:0) X++$x+(t),
X, Y # L2(0, ; Rn).
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We want to prove that the mapping defined by
(X( } ), Y( } ))=I:0+$(x( } ), y( } )): L
2(0, ; Rn_Rn)  L2(0, ; Rn_Rn)
is a contraction. Let (x ( } ), y ( } )) # L2(0, ; Rn_Rn) and
(X ( } ), Y ( } ))=I:0+$(x ( } ), y ( } )),
(X , Y )=(X&X , Y&Y ),
(x^, y^)=(x&x , y& y ).
Because (X , Y ) # L2(0, ; Rn_Rn), there exists a time series 0T1<T2<
} } } <Ti< } } } , Ti  (i  ), such that limi  (X (Ti), Y (Ti))=0.
Integrating on [0, Ti ]
d(X (t), Y (t))
dt
=dX (t)dt , Y (t)+X (t),
dY (t)
dt 
and by virtue of (H1) and (H3), we have
(X (Ti ), Y (Ti )) &(X (0), Y (0))
=|
Ti
0
[:0(A(t, ‘)&A(t, ‘ ), ‘&‘ )&+(1&:0)( |X |2+|Y |2)] dt
+$ |
Ti
0
[(Y , f (t, x, y)& f (t, x , y )++y^)
+(X , g(t, x, y)& g(t, x , y )++x^)] dt
&+ |
Ti
0
( |X | 2+|Y |2) dt+$(l++) |
Ti
0
( |X |+|Y | ) } ( |x^|+ | y^| ) dt
&+ |
Ti
0
( |X | 2+|Y |2) dt+$(l++) |
Ti
0
[( |X | 2+|Y | 2)+( |x^| 2+| y^|2)] dt.
Let i  , then
0[&++$(l++)] |

0
( |X | 2+|Y |2) dt+$(l++) |

0
( |x^|2+| y^| 2) dt.
We now choose $0=+[3(l++)]; it is clear that, for each fixed $ # [0, $0],
the mapping I:0+$ is a contraction in the sense that
|

0
( |X |2+|Y |2) dt 12 |

0
( |x^|2+| y^| 2) dt.
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It follows immediately that this mapping has a unique fixed point
(X :0+$( } ), Y :0+$( } )), which is a solution of (3.1) for :=:0+$. The proof
is complete. K
4. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREM
Now we can obtain a main result in this paperthe existence and
uniqueness theorem for solutions of (1.2).
Theorem 3. Under assumptions (H1), (H2), and (H3), for each x0 # Rn
(1.2) has a unique solution in L2(0, ; Rn_Rn).
Proof (Uniqueness). Let ‘=(X, Y ) and ‘ =(X , Y ) be two solutions of
(1.2). We set
‘ =‘&‘ =(X , Y )=(X&X , Y&Y ).
Similar to Lemma 2, there exist Ti   (i  ) such that
lim
i  
(X (Ti ), Y (Ti )) =0.
Integrating on [0, Ti ]
d(X (t), Y (t))
dt
=dX (t)dt , Y (t)+X (t),
dY (t)
dt 
and by virtue of (H1), we have
(X (Ti ), Y (Ti )) &(X (0), Y (0))
=|
Ti
0
(Y , f (t, X, Y )& f (t, X , Y )) dt
+|
Ti
0
(X , g(t, X, Y )& g(t, X , Y )) dt
=|
Ti
0
(A(t, ‘)&A(t, ‘ ), ‘ ) dt
&+ |
Ti
0
( |X |2+|Y | 2) dt.
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Let i  , then
+ |

0
( |X |2+|Y |2) dt0.
Thus X #0, Y #0, and uniqueness is proved.
(Existence). By Lemma 1, for any .( } ), ( } ) # L2(0, ; Rn), (3.1) has a
unique solution in L2(0, ; Rn_Rn) for :=0.
It follows from Lemma 2 that there exists positive constant $0=$0(l, +)
such that for any $ # [0, $0] and any .( } ), ( } ) # L2(0, ; Rn), (3.1) has a
unique solution in L2(0, ; Rn_Rn) for :=0+$. Since $0 depends only
on (l, +), we can repeat this process for N times with 1N$0<1+$0 . It
then follows that, in particular, (3.1) for :=1 with .( } )#0, ( } )#0 has
a unique solution in L2(0, ; Rn_Rn). The proof is complete. K
5. COMPARISON THEOREM
We give an interesting property of (1.2)a comparison theorem.
Let (X1( } ), Y1( } )) and (X2( } ), Y2( } )) be respectively the solutions of
(1.2) correspondent to X1(0)=x1 # Rn and X2(0)=x2 # Rn, noting
‘ =‘1&‘2=(X1 , Y1)&(X2 , Y2)=(X1&X2 , Y1&Y2)=(X , Y ).
Lemma 4. Assuming that (1.2) satisfies assumptions (H1), (H2), and
(H3), we have (X (t), Y (t)) 0, \t # R+. Furthermore,
if _t # R+, s.t. (X (t), Y (t)) =0, then X (s)#0, Y (s)#0, \s # R+;
if _t # R+, s.t. (X (t), Y (t)) >0, then (X (s), Y (s)) >0, \s # R+.
Proof. Similar to Theorem 3, by virtue of (H1) we have
(X (t), Y (t)) + |

t
( |X (s)|2+|Y (s)| 2) ds0, \t0.
Thus if _t # R+, s.t. (X (t), Y (t)) =0, then X (s)#0, Y (s)#0, \s # [t, ).
Furthermore, as a result of the existence and uniqueness of initial value
problems of ordinary differential equations, we note X (s)#0, Y (s)#0,
\s # [0, t].
Conversely, if _t # R+, s.t. (X (t), Y (t))>0, then (X (s), Y (s))>0,
\s # R+. K
Now we only consider a 1-dimensional case of (1.2). We can assert the
following comparison theorem.
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Theorem 5. Assuming that (1.2) satisfies assumptions (H1), (H2), and
(H3), we have that if x1>x2 , then X1(t)>X2(t), Y1(t)>Y2(t), \t # R+.
Proof. Since X (0)=x1&x2>0, it follows from Lemma 4 that (X (t),
Y (t))>0, \t # R+. Then by virtue of continuity of trajectory, we have that
X (t)>0, and Y (t)>0, \t # R+. The proof is complete. K
6. EXPONENTIAL ASYMPTOTICAL STABILITY
We note (X {, x(t), Y {, x(t)) stands for the solution of (1.2) with initial
value conditions X({)=x for a given {0, namely it satisfies the equations
{
dX(t)
dt
= f (t, X(t), Y(t)),
dY(t)
dt
= g(t, X(t), Y(t)),
X({)=x # Rn
X( }), Y( } ) # L2({, ; Rn).
(6.1)
Similar to Theorem 3, we notice that (6.1) has a unique solution in
L2({, ; Rn_Rn) under the same assumptions.
Now we define a vector function on R+_Rn:
v({, x).Y {, x({): R+_Rn  Rn.
According to the existence and uniqueness theorem, it is easily checked
that this function is well-defined and satisfies
Y {, x(t)=v(t, X {, x(t)), \x # Rn, \t{0.
We further assume that
(H4) A( } , 0)#0 if and only if ‘=0.
Actually by the existence and uniqueness, (X( } )#0, Y( } )#0) is the unique
trivial solution of (6.1) for x=0.
Definition 6. The trivial solution of system (1.2) is called global
exponential asymptotically stable, if _r>0, \$>0, _*($)>0, such that as
|x|<$, \t{0
|X {, x(t)|*($) |x| e&r(t&{), |Y {, x(t)|*($) |x| e&r(t&{).
In order to introduce an appropriate Lyapunov function, we need to give
the following lemma.
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Lemma 7. Assume (H1), (H2), (H3), and (H4). Then we have
(i) v({, 0)=0, \{ # R+;
(ii) v({, x) satisfies uniformly Lipschitz condition with respect to x:
there exists a constant ;>0, such that
|v({, x1)&v({, x2)|; |x1&x2|, \x1 , x2 # Rn, \{ # R+;
(iii) v({, x) satisfies a monotonicity condition on x: there exists a con-
stant :>0, such that
(v({, x1)&v({, x2), x1&x2) : |x1&x2|2, \x1 , x2 # Rn, \{ # R+.
Proof. Let (X1(t), Y1(t)) and (X2(t), Y2(t)) be respectively the solutions
of (6.1) correspondent to X1({)=x1 # Rn and X2({)=x2 # Rn. Then
v({, x1)=Y1({), v({, x2)=Y2({).
(i) It is an immediate consequence of the existence and uniqueness
of solutions of (6.1).
(ii) Considering |Y1(t)&Y2(t)|2 we have
|Y1({)&Y2({)|2
=&|

{
2(Y1(s)&Y2(s), g(s, X1(s), Y1(s))& g(s, X2(s), Y2(s))) ds
|

{
2l |Y1(s)&Y2(s)| ( |X1(s)&X2(s)|+|Y1(s)&Y2(s)| ) ds
3l |

{
( |X1(s)&X2(s)|2+|Y1(s)&Y2(s)|2) ds. (6.2)
Considering (X1(t)&X2(t), Y1(t)&Y2(t)) and by virtue of assumption
(H1), we have
&(X1({)&X2({), Y1({)&Y2({))
&+ |

{
( |X1(s)&X2(s)|2+|Y1(s)&Y2(s)|2) ds (6.3)
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therefore
+ |

{
( |X1(s)&X2(s)|2+|Y1(s)&Y2(s)|2) ds
(X1({)&X2({), Y1({)&Y2({))
|X1({)&X2({)| } |Y1({)&Y2({)|

3l
2+
|X1({)&X2({)|2+
+
6l
|Y1({)&Y2({)|2. (6.4)
Thanks to (6.2) and (6.4),
|Y1({)&Y2({)|2
9l 2
+2
|X1({)&X2({)|2
thus
|v({, x1)&v({, x2)|; |x1&x2 |, \x1 , x2 # Rn, \{ # R+,
where ;=3l+>0.
(iii) Considering |X1(t)&X2(t)|2 we have
|X1({)&X2({)|2
=&|

{
2(X1(s)&X2(s), f (s, X1(s), Y1(s))& f (s, X2(s), Y2(s))) ds
&2l |

{
|X1(s)&X2(s)| } ( |X1(s)&X2(s)|+|Y1(s)&Y2(s)| ) ds,
and by virtue of (6.3), we note that
(X1({)&X2({), Y1({)&Y2({))&: |X1({)&X2({)|2
+ |

{
( |X1(s)&X2(s)|2+|Y1(s)&Y2(s)|2) ds
&2:l |

{
|X1(s)&X2(s)| ( |X1(s)&X2(s)|+|Y1(s)&Y2(s)| ) ds0,
for : sufficiently small, hence
(v({, x1)&v({, x2), x1&x2) : |x1&x2|2, \x1 , x2 # Rn, \{ # R+.
The proof is complete. K
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Now we choose the Lyapunov function
V(t, x)=(x, v(t, x)) =(x, Y t, x(t))
then \x # Rn, \t{0
V(t, X {, x(t))=(X {, x(t), v(t, X {, x(t))) =(X {, x(t), Y {, x(t)).
From Lemma 7 we easily know that the Lyapunov function satisfies the
following property.
Lemma 8. Under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3), and (H4), we have
: |X {, x(t)| 2V(t, X {, x(t)); |X {, x(t)| 2, \x # Rn, \t{0.
Now we can assert the exponential asymptotical stability theorem which
is the another main object of this paper.
Theorem 9. Under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3), and (H4), we have
that the trivial solution of (1.2) is global exponential asymptotically stable in
the sense of Definition 6.
Proof. By virtue of (H1) and Lemma 8, we have
dV(t, X {, x(t))
dt
=
d(X {, x(t), Y {, x(t))
dt
=(Y {, x(t), f (t, X {, x(t), Y {, x(t)))
+(X {, x(t), g(t, X {, x(t), Y {, x(t)))
 &+( |X {, x(t)|2+|Y {, x(t)|2)
 &+ |X {, x(t)|2
 &
+
;
V(t, X {, x(t)).
Integrating on [{, ), we deduce
V(t, X {, x(t))V({, X {, x({)) e&(+;)(t&{); |x|2 e&(+;)(t&{), \t{0.
Again from Lemma 8 we obtain
|X {, x(t)|;: |x| e&r(t&{), \t{0,
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where r=+2;>0. From Lemma 7(ii), we can get the estimate for Y {, x(t)
|Y {, x(t)|; ;: |x| e&r(t&{), \t{0.
Thus the desired result is obtained. K
Remark 1. If we replace the monotonicity assumption (H1) with (H1)$
(H1)$ (A(t, ‘)&A(t, ‘ ), ‘&‘ ) + |‘&‘ |2, +>0,
\‘=\XY+ , ‘ =\
X
Y + # Rn_Rn, \t # R+,
we can do analogous treatment to this case and obtain similar results with
Lemma 4 and Theorem 5 respectively replaced by
Lemma 10. Assuming that (1.2) satisfies assumptions (H1)$, (H2), and
(H3), we have (X (t), Y (t)) 0, \t # R+. Furthermore,
if _t # R+, s.t. (X (t), Y (t)) =0, then X (s)#0, Y (s)#0, \s # R+;
if _t # R+, s.t. (X (t), Y (t)) <0, then (X (s), Y (s)) <0, \s # R+.
Theorem 11. Assuming that (1.2) satisfies assumptions (H1)$, (H2),
and (H3), then we have that if x1>x2 , then X1(t)>X2(t), Y1(t)<Y2(t),
\t # R+.
7. GENERALIZED INFINITE HORIZON BVP
In this section we consider the following generalized form of BVP (1.2),
namely a class of fully coupled system of infinite horizon ordinary differen-
tial equations
{
dX(t)
dt
= f (t, X(t), Y(t)), X(0)=h(Y(0))
dY(t)
dt
= g(t, X(t), Y(t)), X( }), Y( } ) # L2(0, ; Rn)
(7.1)
where
h(Y ): Rn  Rn.
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We impose the assumptions:
(H5) h(Y ) satisfies monotonicity condition, i.e.,
(h(Y )&h(Y ), Y&Y ) 0, \Y, Y # Rn;
(H6) h(Y ) satisfies Lipschitz condition with respect to Y.
Analogous to the preceding treatment, we can obtain the same results for
(7.1). We need to consider the equations
{
dX :(t)
dt
=:f (t, X :(t), Y :(t))&+(1&:) Y :(t)+.(t)
(7.2)dY :(t)
dt
=:g(t, X :(t), Y :(t))&+(1&:) X :(t)+(t)
X :(0)=:h(Y :(0))+x0 , X :, Y : # L2(0, ; Rn)
where x0 # Rn, .( } ), ( } ) # L2(0, ; Rn).
It is obvious that in the case :=1, the fact that (7.2) has a unique solu-
tion in L2(0, ; Rn_Rn) for each x0 # Rn,.( } ), ( } ) # L2(0, ; Rn) implies
that the existence and uniqueness of solutions of (7.1) hold. When :=0,
(7.2) is the following linear system
{
dX 0(t)
dt
=&+Y 0(t)+.(t),
dY 0(t)
dt
=&+X 0(t)+(t),
X 0(0)=x0
X 0, Y 0 # L2(0, ; Rn).
(7.3)
We have the following lemma corresponding to Lemma 1:
Lemma 12. For each x0 # Rn, .( } ), ( } ) # L2(0, ; Rn), (7.3) has a
unique solution in L2(0, ; Rn_Rn).
Corresponding to Lemma 2, we have
Lemma 13. Under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3), (H5), and (H6), there
exists a positive constant $0 such that if, a priori, for some :0 # [0, 1), for
each x0 # Rn, .,  # L2(0, ; Rn), (7.2) has a unique solution (X :0( } ),
Y :0( } )) in L2(0, ; Rn_Rn) then for each $ # [0, $0], for each x0 # Rn,
.,  # L2(0, ; Rn), (7.2) also has a unique solution (X :0+$( } ), Y :0+$( } )) in
L2(0, ; Rn_Rn).
Corresponding to Theorem 3, we have
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Theorem 14. Under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3), (H5), and (H6),
system (7.1) has a unique solution in L2(0, ; Rn_Rn).
Via the same procedure we can obtain the comparison theorem and the
global exponential asymptotical stability of solutions for (7.1). Here we
omit them.
Remark 2. If we replace the monotonicity assumptions (H1) and (H5)
with (H1)$ and (H5)$ respectively
(H5)$ (h(Y )&h(Y ), Y&Y )0, \Y, Y # Rn,
via the same procedure we can obtain all the results above.
8. APPLICATIONS
We give an application to the boundary layer terms in the optimal con-
trol of a singularly perturbed dynamic system in [1, 2]. The boundary
layer term which was treated by introducing Bellman equation in [1, 2] is
the control problem
dY
d{
=G(Y, !), Y(0)=h, (8.1)
where ! # L2(0, ; Rk) is a control process. We minimize the payoff func-
tion
Jh(!)=|

0
F(Y, !) d{, (8.2)
where
G(Y, !): Rm_Rk  Rm, F(Y, !): Rm_Rk  R, (8.3)
F(0, 0)=0, FY (0, 0)=0, F!(0, 0)=0, (8.4)
\FYYF!Y
FY!
F!! +;I, where ;>0, (8.5)
FYY , FY! , F!! are bounded, (8.6)
G(0, 0)=0, GY , G! , GYY , GY! , G!! are bounded, (8.7)
G!G!*+I, where +>0. (8.8)
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Assume that there exists an optimal control !0({) (and a corresponding
optimal trajectory Y0({) of problem (8.1) and (8.2)). Then there exists
L0({) such that
{
dY0
d{
=G(Y0 , !0), Y0(0)=h,
(8.9)
&
dL0
d{
=HY (Y0 , !0 , L0),
0=H!(Y0 , !0 , L0),
where
H(Y, !, L)=F(Y, !)+LG(Y, !). (8.10)
System (8.9) is a Hamiltonian system, thus it is a special case of (1.2). We
also make the fundamental assumptions of 2nd order type, which are easily
derived from the ones of 2nd order type in [1, 2]
H!!=F!!+LG!!;I, \Y, !, where ;>0 (8.11)
(HY )Y0=HYY&HY!H
&1
!! H!Y+I, \Y, !, where +>0. (8.12)
From (8.11) and the 3rd relation of (8.9), !0=!0(Y0 , L0). We check
easily that (8.9) satisfies the monotonicity condition (H1),
(&HY )L0=&\FY! d!0dL0 +GY+L0 GY!
d!0
dL0+
GY0=GY+G!
d!0
dY0
GL0=G!
d!0
dL0
d!0
dY0
=&(H!)&1!0 (H!)Y0=&(F!!+L0 G!!)
&1 (F!Y+L0G!Y )
d!0
dL0
=&(H!)&1!0 (H!)L0=&(F!!+L0G!!)
&1 G!
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thus
\(&HY )Y0 ,GY0 ,
(&HY )L0
GL0 +
=\ &(HYY&HY!H
&1
!! H!Y ),
GY&G!(F!!+L0G!!)&1 (F!Y+L0G!Y ),
(FY!+L0GY!)(F!!+L0 G!!)&1 G!&GY
&G!(F!!+L0G!!)&1 G! +
&&I,
where &>0 depends on ; and +.
It is easily seen that (Y0#0, L0#0) is the unique trivial solution of (8.9)
for h=0. Therefore from Theorem 3 and Theorem 9 we can derive the
existence and uniqueness and the exponential decay properties of the
optimal trajectories in problem (8.1) and (8.2), i.e.,
|Y0({)|, |!0({)|, |L0({)|c |h| e&#{, #>0.
For details see A. Bensoussan [1] and A. Bensoussan and S. G. Peng [2].
APPENDIX: AN ALTERNATIVE PROOF OF LEMMA 1
BY LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION
The Laplace transform of (3.2) is
\x^(*)y^(*)+=
1
*2&+2 \
*I
&+I
&+I
*I +_\
x0
y0++\
.^(*)
 (*)+& , +>0,
where x0 is given. Here I represents the identity mapping, x^, y^, .^,  are
Laplace transform. Integrate this transform multiplied by e*t over any con-
tour 1, which does not contain *=+ in its interior and which contains
*=&+ in its interior. One has
1
2?i |1 e
*t.^(*) d*=.(t),
1
2?i |1 e
*t (*) d*=(t).
This implies that
\ *I&+I
&+I
*I +_\
x0
y0++\
.^(*)
 (*)+&=\
0
0+ ,
where *=+; that is,
y0=x0+.^(+)& (+).
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L2-integrability is an immediate consequence of the decay of e&+t, the
L2-integrability of . and  and the line integral
1
2?i |1
e*t
*2&+2 \
*I
&+I
&+I
*I +\
x0+.^(*)
x0+.^(+)& (+)+ (*)+ d*=\
x(t)
y(t)+ .
This also follows by observing that because of the choice of y0 ,
\x(t)y(t)+=
1
2?i |10 e
*t \x^(*)y^(*)+ d*,
where 10=1 _ B(+), (B(+) is an open ball containing +).
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